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SUMMARY

Anatomical, stimulation, and lesion data have sug-
gested a homology between the rat frontal orienting
fields (FOF) (centered at +2 AP, ±1.3 ML mm from
Bregma) and primate frontal cortices such as the
frontal or supplementary eye fields. We investigated
the functional role of the FOF using rats trained to
perform a memory-guided orienting task, in which
there was a delay period between the end of a
sensory stimulus instructing orienting direction and
the time of the allowed motor response. Unilateral
inactivation of the FOF resulted in impaired contralat-
eral responses. Extracellular recordings of single
units revealed that 37% of FOF neurons had delay
period firing rates that predicted the direction of the
rats’ later orienting motion. Our data provide the first
electrophysiological and pharmacological evidence
supporting the existence in the rat, as in the primate,
of a frontal cortical area involved in the preparation
and/or planning of orienting responses.

INTRODUCTION

Behaviors that require the planning and execution of orienting

decisions have long been investigated in rodents. A classic

example is navigation through mazes (Tolman, 1938; Hull,

1932; Olton and Samuelson, 1976). Recordings from the rodent

hippocampus and entorhinal cortex have led to important

discoveries about the neural encoding of navigation and the

representation of space (McNaughton et al., 2006; Moser

et al., 2008). Navigation is composed of a sequence of individual

orienting motions, but in contrast to rodent studies of spatial

navigation, the neural control of individual orienting motions

has been studied most thoroughly in primates, specifically with

regard to the control of gaze by the frontal and supplementary

eye fields (FEF and SEF) (Schall and Thompson, 1999; Schiller

and Tehovnik, 2005). As a result of being separated by both

different model species and by different behavioral paradigms,

literature for the navigation system and literature for the orienting

systems have remained far apart, making few references to each

other (but see Arbib, 1997; Corwin and Reep, 1998; Kargo et al.,

2007). Yet the two systems must necessarily interact (Whitlock

et al., 2008). As part of bridging the gap between these two fields
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of research, we took a classic primate behavioral paradigm,

memory-guided orienting (Gage et al., 2010; Funahashi et al.,

1991), which is known to be FEF-dependent (Bruce and Gold-

berg, 1985; Bruce et al., 1985), and adapted it to rats. Then, in

rats performing the task, we studied a rat cortical area that has

long been suggested as homologous to the primate FEF.

The area we studied appears in the literature under a large

variety of names. These include M2 (Paxinos and Watson,

2004), anteromedial cortex (Sinnamon and Galer, 1984), dorso-

medial prefrontal cortex (Cowey and Bozek, 1974), medial pre-

central cortex (Leichnetz et al., 1987), Fr2 (Zilles, 1985), medial

agranular cortex (Donoghue and Wise, 1982; Neafsey et al.,

1986), primary whisker motor cortex (Brecht et al., 2004), and

rat frontal eye fields (Neafsey et al., 1986; Guandalini, 1998). A

theme common to many studies of this area, and shared with

the primate FEF, is a role in guiding orienting movements. We

targeted a particular point at the center of the areas investigated

in the studies cited above (+2 AP, ±1.3 ML mm from Bregma),

and refer to the cortex around this point as the frontal orienting

field (FOF).

The homology between rat FOF and primate FEF was first

proposed four decades ago by C.M. Leonard (1969), based on

the anatomical finding that the FOF, like the FEF, receives

projections from the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus

(Reep et al., 1984), and projects to the superior colliculus (SC)

(Reep et al., 1987). Later, Stuesse and Newman (1990) found

that the rat FOF also projects to other oculomotor centers in

the rat’s brainstem, in a pattern that mimics the oculomotor

brainstem projections of the primate FEF. Also like the FEF, the

FOF receives inputs from multiple sensory cortices, including

visual, auditory, and somatosensory cortices (Condé et al.,

1995), and has strong reciprocal connections with the prefrontal

(Condé et al., 1995) and parietal cortices (Corwin and Reep,

1998). The rat FOF, like the primate FEF, is thus well-placed to

integrate information from many different sources in the service

of guiding orienting motions. Leonard’s proposal led to studies

that found that unilateral lesions of the FOF produced effects

consistent with contralateral neglect (Cowey and Bozek, 1974;

Crowne and Pathria, 1982; Crowne et al., 1986), which is a

classic symptom of FEF damage in humans and monkeys

(Ferrier, 1875; Hebb and Penfield, 1940). Further support for

Leonard’s proposal came from studies that revealed orienting

motions in response to intracortical microstimulation of the

FOF (Sinnamon and Galer, 1984). This parallels the orienting

motions produced by stimulation of the primate FEF in head-

fixed (Bruce et al., 1985) as well as head-free animals (Monteon
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et al., 2010). Neafsey et al. (1986) reported that stimulation of the

FOF in anesthetized, head-fixed rats produced both eye and

whisker motions and suggested it was an eye-head orientation

cortex, homologous to the FEF. More recently, based on the

whisker motions evoked by electrical stimulation of the FOF,

the area has been studied as a whisker motor cortex (Brecht

et al., 2004), with particular attention paid to its role in vibrissal

active sensing (reviewed in Kleinfeld et al., 2006).

To our knowledge, there are only a few electrophysiological

studies recording single neurons of awake animals in this area

(we are aware of only three, Carvell et al., 1996; Kleinfeld et al.,

2002; Mizumori et al., 2005), and they have not focused on the

FOF’s role in orienting motions. Kleinfeld et al. (2002) used

head-fixed rats, precluding the study of head- or body-orienting

movements. Carvell et al. (1996) recorded from awake rats that

were whisking freely while being held in the experimenter’s

hands, but orienting movements were not recorded, and the

rats were not required to perform any task. Mizumori et al.

(2005) reported head direction tuning (Taube, 2007) in the FOF.

Mizumori et al. (2005) also mentioned observing neurons that

encoded egocentric motions, including orienting movements,

but they did not elaborate on this observation.

To further investigate the role of the FOF in the control of

orienting, we carried out unilateral pharmacological inactivations

of the FOF and recorded extracellular neural spiking signals from

the FOF, while rats were performing a memory-guided orienting

task (Gage et al., 2010; Funahashi et al., 1991). Our findings

provide the first pharmacological and electrophysiological

evidence that the FOF plays an important role in the preparation

(Riehle and Requin, 1993) of orienting movements.

RESULTS

The Memory-Guided Orienting Task
We developed a computerized protocol to train rats to perform

a two-alternative forced-choice memory-guided orienting task

(Figure 1A). Training took place in a behavior box with three

nose ports arranged side-by-side along one wall, and with two

speakers, placed above the right and left nose ports. Each trial

began with a visible light-emitting diode (LED) turning on in the

center port. In response to this, rats were trained to place their

noses in the center port, and remain there until the LED was

turned off. We refer to this period as the ‘‘nose in center’’ or

‘‘fixation’’ period, and varied its duration randomly from trial to

trial (range: 0.9–1.5 s). During the fixation period, an auditory

stimulus, consisting of a periodic train of clicks, was played for

300ms. Click rates greater than 50 clicks/s indicated that awater

reward would be available on the left port; click rates less than 50

clicks/s indicated that a water reward would be available on the

right port. On ‘‘memory trials,’’ the click train was played shortly

after the rat placed its nose in the center port, and was followed

by a silent delay period before the fixation period ended and the

animal was allowed to make its response. On ‘‘nonmemory

trials,’’ the click train ended at the same time as the fixation

period, and the animal could respond immediately after the

end of the stimulus. The two types of trials were randomly inter-

leaved with each other in each session. For animals in behavioral

and pharmacological experiments, we also interleaved, across
trials within each session, six different click rate values, ranging

from easy trials, with click rates far from 50 clicks/s, to difficult

trials, with click rates close to 50 clicks/s. To maximize the

number of identically prepared trials, animals in electrophysio-

logical experiments were presented with only two click rates,

100 and 25 clicks/s, again randomly interleaved across trials

(Figure 1C, filled circles).

Here we present data from 25 male Long-Evans rats, five of

which were implanted with bilateral FOF cannula for infusions,

four of which were implanted with bilateral M1 cannula, and

another five of whichwere implanted withmicrodrives for tetrode

recording. Four of the five tetrode-implanted rats performed

memory-guided click rate discrimination, as described in Fig-

ure 1. As a preliminary test of the effects of a different class

of instruction stimulus, the fifth tetrode-implanted rat was

trained on a memory-guided spatial location task, in which the

click train rate was always 100 clicks/s, and the rewarded

side was indicated by playing the click train from either the

left or the right speaker. The behavioral performance and phys-

iological results were similar for the two stimulus classes (i.e.,

click rate discrimination and location discrimination; see Fig-

ure S4 available online), and are reported together in the main

text.

Rats performed about 300 trials per 1.5 hr session each day,

7 days a week, for 6 months to 1.5 years. After each animal

was fully trained, an average of �66,000 trials per rat were

collected. Maintaining fixation is likely to require inhibitory

control (Narayanan and Laubach, 2006; Munoz and Wurtz,

1992), and individual rats varied in the percentage of trials in

which they broke fixation (range: 10%–50%). There were

consistently more broken fixation trials for memory trials

(mean ± standard error [SE], 37% ± 2%) than for nonmemory

trials (mean ± SE, 29% ± 2%, paired t test, p < 10�5). Unless

otherwise specified, all trials where rats prematurely broke fixa-

tion were excluded from analyses.

For each rat, we combined the data across sessions and fitted

four-parameter logistic functions to generate one psychometric

curve for memory trials, and another curve for nonmemory trials

(Figure 1C, thin lines). Percent correct on the easiest memory

trials was similar to the easiest nonmemory trials (94% versus

95%, paired t test, p > 0.49). Click frequency discrimination

ability, as assayed by the slopes of the psychometric fits at their

inflection point, was also similar for memory and nonmemory

trials (�2.3% versus �2.1% went-right per click/sec, paired

t test, p > 0.35). This suggests that the two types of trials are

of similar difficulty.

We tested whether whisking played a role in performance of

the memory-guided orienting task in three ways. First, we cut

off the whiskers of three rats bilaterally. This manipulation had

no statistically significant effect on psychometric function slopes

or endpoints, although it did produce a small effect on overall

percent correct performance (83% ± 1% without whiskers

versus 87% ± 1% with whiskers, t test, p < 0.05). There was no

differential effect on memory versus nonmemory trials (t test,

p > 0.5; Figures 1D and 1F). Second, we probed whether asym-

metric whisking played a role in task performance by using

unilateral subcutaneous lidocaine injections to temporarily

paralyze the whiskers on one side of the face of four rats.
Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 331
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Figure 1. Memory-Guided Frequency Discrimination Task and Behavioral Performance

(A) Task schematic, showing a cartoon of a rat in the behavior box and the timing of the events in the task. Onset of the Center LED indicated to the rat it should put

its nose in the center port, and remain there until the LED was turned off. During this variable-duration ‘‘nose fixation’’ or ‘‘nose-in-center’’ period, a 300 ms-long

periodic train of auditory clicks was played. Click rates higher than 50 clicks/s indicated that a water reward would be available from the left port; click rates lower

than 50 clicks/s indicated reward would be available from the right port. On memory trials (orange), the click train was played near the beginning of the fixation

period, and there was a several hundred ms delay between the end of the click train and the end of the nose fixation signal. On nonmemory trials (green) the click

train ended at the same time as the nose fixation signal.

(B) An example of performance data for a single rat. Each circle indicates the percentage of trials in which the subject chose the right port for a given stimulus in

a single session. There were six stimuli presented in each session. The thick line shows the psychometric curve, drawn as a 4-parameter sigmoidal fit to the

circles. The left panel shows data from nonmemory trials, and the right panel shows data from memory trials.

(C) Psychometric curves showing performance of 20 rats. Thin lines are the fits to individual rats, as in (B). Thick lines are the fits to the data combined across rats.

The performance of electrode implanted rats (n = 5) is shown by the small filled circles at the two stimuli used with these animals (25 clicks/s and 100 clicks/s).

(D) Bilateral whisker trimming (3 rats) has a minimal effect on performance. The gray line is the average of memory and nonmemory trials for control sessions

before whisker trimming. Diamonds are data after trimming, solid lines are sigmoid fits. Memory trials are in orange, nonmemory trials in green.

(E) Unilateral whisker pad anesthesia and paralysis (four rats) also has a minimal effect on performance. Open circles are data from lidocaine sessions. Color

conventions as in (D).

(F) Summary of effects of whisker trimming and lidocaine. See also Figure S1, Movie S1, Movie S2, and Movie S3.
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This manipulation did not generate any lateralized effects on

performance, but led instead to a small bilateral effect, indistin-

guishable from that of bilateral whisker trimming (Figures 1E

and 1F). Third, we performed video analysis of regular sessions

(no drug, no whisker trimming), searching for differences in delay

period whisking preceding leftward versus rightward move-

ments. No significant differences were found (Figure S1).

Furthermore, in the video analyzed, the whiskers were held still

during the memory delay period (Movie S2, compare to explor-

atory whisking in Movie S1 and out-of-task whisking Movie

S3). In sum, whisking appears to play a negligible role in the

memory-guided orienting task.
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Muscimol Inactivation of the FOF Generates
a Contralateral Impairment
In contrast to the negligible effects found from manipulating the

whiskers themselves, we found that manipulating neural activity

in the FOF produced strong effects onmemory-guided orienting.

Unilateral inactivation of the FOF generated a clear impairment

on trials where the animal was instructed to orient contralateral

to the infusion site. (Figure 2, Contra trials). Performance on ipsi-

laterally-orienting trials was unaffected (Figure 2, Ipsi trials).

Contralateral impairment was observed for both memory and

nonmemory trials, which were randomly interleaved with each

other. However, the effect was markedly stronger on memory
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Figure 2. Unilateral Inactivation of FOF Generates a Contralateral Impairment that Is Larger for Memory Trials Compared to Nonmemory

Trials

(A) Behavioral performance on control andmuscimol-infusion days. Top row: nonmemory trials. Bottom row: memory trials. Left column: muscimol infusions into

left FOF. Right column: musicmol infusions into right FOF. Open circles, data from muscimol infusions. Closed circles: control data from days immediately

preceding infusion days. Dashed lines: sigmoidal fits to muscimol data. Solid lines: sigmoidal fits to control data. Error bars are standard error of the mean. Error

bars for control data were smaller than the marker in most cases. Underbraces at bottom indicate the sets of trials in which animals were instructed to orient

ipsilaterally or contralaterally to the site of infusion. The percentages aligned to the dashed curves indicate the endpoint performance for the trials contralateral to

the infusion.

(B) Combined data from left and right infusion sessions and collapsed across all stimulus difficulty levels. The ‘‘No Drug’’ data come from the 20 sessions one day

before infusion sessions. The Ipsi and ContraMuscimol data are the performance on ipsilateral trials and contralateral trials on infusion sessions (n = 20). See also

Figure S2.
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trials (Figure 2A; compare top row to bottom row). Left infusions

impaired rightward-instructed trials to the same degree that

right infusions impaired leftward-instructed trials (four t tests:

contra/mem p > 0.5, contra/nonmem p > 0.26, ipsi/mem p > 0.1,

ipsi/nonmem p > 0.4). We therefore combined data from left

and right infusion days for an overall population analysis,

and confirmed that performance was worse for contralateral

memory trials than nonmemory trials (Figure 2B, permutation

test p < 0.001). Since memory and nonmemory trials are of

similar difficulty (see above), the greater impairment on memory

trials suggests that, in addition to a potential role in direct motor

control of orienting movements, there is a memory-specific

component to the role of the FOF.

To test whether unilateral inactivation of primary motor

cortex could produce a similar effect to inactivation of the

FOF, we repeated the experiment, in the neck region of M1

(+3.5 AP, +3.5 ML). This is the same region in which Gage

et al. (2010) recorded single-units during a memory-guided ori-

enting task. Unilateral muscimol in M1 produced a pattern of

impairment that was different, and much weaker, than that

produced in the FOF. In particular, we found no difference in

the impairment of contra-memory versus ipsi-memory trials

(t test, p > 0.35) (Figures S2A–S2D).

Neurons in the FOF Prospectively Encode Future
Orienting Movements
We obtained spike times of 242 well-isolated neurons from five

rats performing thememory-guided orienting task. No significant
differences were found across recordings from the left and

right sides of the brain. Accordingly, we grouped left and right

FOF recording data together. Below we distinguish between

trials in which animals were instructed to orient in a direction

opposite to the recorded side (‘‘contralateral trials’’) and trials

in which they were instructed to orient to the same side (‘‘ipsilat-

eral trials’’).

We first analyzed spike trains from correct trials, with a partic-

ular interest in cells that had differential contra versus ipsi firing

rates during the delay period, i.e., after the end of the click train

stimulus but before the Go signal (see Figure 1A). We identified

such cells by obtaining the firing rate from each correct trial,

averaged over the entire delay period, and using ROC analysis

(Green and Swets, 1974) to query whether the contra and ipsi

firing rate distributions were significantly different. By this

measure, we found that 89/242 (37%) of cells had significantly

different contra versus ipsi delay period firing rates (permutation

test, p < 0.05). We refer to these cells as ‘‘delay period neurons.’’

Examples of single-trial rasters for six delay period neurons are

shown in Figure 3.

For each cell, we then took the spike train from each trial and

smoothed it with a half-Gaussian kernel to produce an estimated

firing rate as a function of time (standard deviation [SD] of whole

Gaussian = 200 ms; smoothing process is causal, i.e., looks only

backward in time). At each time point, this gave us, across

trials, a distribution of firing rates on contralateral trials and

a distribution of firing rates on ipsilateral trials. We used ROC

analysis to query whether the distributions were significantly
Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 333
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Figure 3. Upcoming Choice-Dependent Delay

Period Activity in the FOF

(A and B) (A) Three contralateral preferring cells and (B)

three ipsilateral preferring cells that show delay period

activity that is dependent on the upcoming side choice.

The top half of each panel shows spike rasters sorted by

the side of the rat’s response and aligned to the time of the

Go cue. The pink shading indicates the time, for each trial,

when the stimulus was on. The brown ‘‘+’’ indicates the

time at which the rat placed its nose in the center port. The

bottom half of each panel are PETHs of the rasters

for ipsilateral (red) and contralateral (blue) trials. The two

lines are indicate the mean ± SE. PETHs were generated

using a causal half-Gaussian kernel with an SD of 200 ms.

The thick black bar just below the rasters indicates the

times when the cells response was significantly different

on ipsi- versus contralateral trials (p < 0.01, ROC analysis).

(C) Development of choice-dependent activity over the

course of the trial. The lines indicate the % of cells (out of

242 neurons) that have significantly choice-dependent

firing rate (p < 0.01) at each time point on memory trials

(orange) and nonmemory trials (green). See Figures S3A

and S3B for interspike interval histograms and waveforms

for the example neurons.
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different at each time point. By this assay, we found that (113/

242) (47%) of cells in the FOF had significantly different contra

versus ipsi firing rates at some point in time during memory trials

(overall probability that a cell was labeled as significant by

chance p < 0.05; time window examined ran from �1.5 s before

to 0.5 s after the Go signal).

The temporal dynamics of delay period neurons were quite

heterogenous. Different cells had significantly different contra

versus ipsi firing rates at different time points during the trial (indi-

cated for each cell in Figure 3 by black horizontal bars). At each

time point, we counted the percentage of neurons, out of the 242

recorded cells, that had significantly different contra versus ipsi

firing rates, and plotted this count as a function of time for

memory trials and for nonmemory trials (Figure 3C). For memory

trials the population first became significantly active at 850 ms

before the Go signal (Figure 3C, horizontal orange bar). For non-

memory trials the population became active 120 ms before the

Go signal (Figure 3C, horizontal green bar). At the time of the

Go signal onmemory trials, 28% of cells had firing rates that pre-

dicted the choice of the rat.

We labeled cells as ‘‘contra preferring’’ if they had higher firing

rates on contra trials, and as ‘‘ipsi preferring’’ if they had higher

firing rates on ipsi trials. When firing rates were examined across

time (from �1.5 s before to 0.5 s after the Go signal), most cells
334 Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
had a label that was consistent across the

duration of the trial: 82/89 (92%) of significant

delay period neurons were labeled exclusively

as either contra-preferring or ipsi-preferring.

Seven of the 89 (8%) delay period neurons

switched preference at some point during the

trial, usually between the delay period and late

in the movement period (data not shown). For

our analyses below, we used labels based on

the average delay period firing rate.
Given the strong difference in contralateral versus ipsilateral

impairment during unilateral inactivation (Figure 2), we were

surprised to find no significant asymmetry in the number of

contra-preferring versus ipsi-preferring delay period neurons:

50/89 cells (56%) fired more on contralateral trials (three exam-

ples are shown in Figure 3A), while 39/89 (44%) fired more on

ipsilateral trials (three examples in Figure 3B). Although there

were more contra preferring cells, the difference in number of

contra versus ipsi-preferring cells was not statistically significant

(c2 test on difference, p > 0.2).

To perform population analyses of firing rates, we first Z-score

normalized each cell’s perievent time histograms (PETHs) by

subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation,

and then averaged across cells to obtain population normalized

PETHs, shown in Figures 4A–4D. The early onset ramp we found

in the count of cells with significantly different contra versus ipsi

memory trial firing rates (orange line, Figure 3C) is paralleled in

Figures 4A and 4B by an early onset in population firing rate

difference for contra versus ipsi memory trials. Similarly, the

late onset ramp in Figure 3C for nonmemory trials is paralleled

in Figures 4C and 4D.

We then turned to analyzing error trials. The activity on error

trials (shaded pink for ipsi-instructed but contra motion, and

blue for contra-instructed but ipsi motion; Figures 4A–4D)
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Figure 4. Predictive Coding of Contra- and Ipsilateral Choice in the FOF

(A–D) Each panel is a population PETH showing the average Z-score normalized response on correct (thick lines, mean ± SE across neurons) and error trials

(shaded, mean ± SE across neurons) where the correct response was contralateral (blue) or ipsilateral (red) to the recorded neuron. PETHs are aligned to the time

of the Go signal (center LED offset). (A) The average responses of memory trials for 50 contra-preferring neurons. Vertical axis tick marks indicate Z-score value.

The average firing rate across all cells used for Z-score normalization is shown next to the Z = 0mark (8.2 spikes/s). This overall mean ± the across-cell average of

the PETH standard deviation are shown at the Z = ±1 marks. They indicate a typical firing rate modulation of 7.2 spikes/s. (B) The average responses of memory

trials of 39 ipsi-preferring neurons. (C) Same as (A) but for nonmemory trials. (D) Same as (B) but for nonmemory trials.

(E) Cells encode the direction of the motor response, not the identity of the cue stimulus. Scatter plots of the side-selectivity index for memory trials (orange) and

nonmemory trials (green) (n = 89).

(F) Histogram of the choice probability of neurons for trials where the rat was instructed to go in the cells’ preferred direction (n = 89). The dot and line indicate the

mean ± 95% confidence interval of the mean. Black bars indicate individually significant neurons. White bars indicate neurons that were not individually

significant.
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showed that, on average across the population, cells that fire

more on correctly performed contra-instructed trials also fire

more on erroneously performed ipsi-instructed trials; that is,

these cells fire more on trials where the animal orients contralat-

eral to the recorded side, regardless of the instruction. Similarly,

ipsi preferring cells fire more on trials where the animal orients

ipsilaterally, regardless of the instruction. This indicates that

the firing rates of FOF cells are better correlated with the

subject’s futuremotor response thanwith the instructing sensory

stimulus. We quantified this observation on a cell-by-cell basis

by generating a side-selectivity index (SSI) for each neuron

(see Experimental Procedures for details). Positive SSIs mean

that a cell fired more on contra-instructed trials. Negative SSIs
mean that a cell fired more on ipsi-instructed trials. If cells

encode the instruction we would expect SSIcorrect z SSIerror.

But if cells encode the direction of the motor response, then

we would expect SSIcorrect z �SSIerror. We first calculated the

SSI focusing on the delay period of memory trials. We found

that, over neurons, SSIcorrect correlates negatively with SSIerror
(r = �0.42, p < 10�4), confirming that on memory trials, the delay

period firing rates of FOF neurons encode the orienting choice

of the rat, not the instruction stimulus. We then repeated this

calculation for firing rates over the movement period (from Go

signal to 0.5 s after the Go signal), for both memory (SSIcorrect
and SSIerror correlation r = �0.59, p < 10�8) and nonmemory

(r = �0.78, p < 10�17) trials. These negative correlations indicate
Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 335
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Figure 5. Trial-by-Trial Correlation of Neural and Behavioral Latency

(A) Head angular velocity data from left correct memory trials in a single session. Each row is a single trial, showing head angular velocity (color-coded) as

a function of time. The white dots indicate the time of the Go cue, and the green dots indicate the Response Onset time. Left panel: Trials are sorted by reaction

time (Response Onset-Go cue). Right panel: same trials, after each trial has been time-shifted tomaximize the similarity between the trial’s angular velocity profile

and the average of all the other trials.

(B) Same trials as in (A), but color code here indicates firing rate of a single neuron. Left panel is before alignment. Right panel is after time-alignment to maximize

the similarity between each trial’s firing rate profile and the average of all the other trials.

(C) Correlation between the angular velocity time offsets and the neural firing rate time offsets computed in (A) and (B).

(D) Histogram of r values for 53 cells with significant delay period activity that were recorded during sessions where head-tracking was also recorded. Black bars

indicate individual cells with correlations significantly greater than zero. The dot with the line through it shows the mean ± SE of r values for the population. See

also Figure S5.
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that the FOF is again encoding the motor choice of the rat.

We summarized the observations from both the delay and

movement periods by calculating the SSI for the entire period,

from �1.5 s before to 0.5 s after the Go cue. This again resulted

in negative SSIcorrect and SSIerror correlations for both memory

(r = �0.49, p < 10�5) and nonmemory (r = �0.59, p < 10�8) trials

(Figure 4E). Overall, then, the firing rates of FOF neurons encode

the orienting choice of the rat, not the instruction stimulus.

If the delay period activity in the FOF subserves the planning of

an orienting movement, then variation in that activity should lead

to variation in behavior, even when the instruction stimulus is

held constant (Riehle and Requin, 1993). One measure of trial-

to-trial covariation between neuronal signals and choice

behavior is choice probability (Britten et al., 1996), which quan-

tifies the probability that an ideal observer of the neuron’s firing

rate would correctly predict the choice of the subject. We

computed the choice probability for firing rates of delay period

cells. For each cell, we focused on the last 400 ms of the delay

period, using only memory trials in which the instruction was to

orient to the cell’s preferred side. Consistent with the SSI delay

period analysis, we found that an ideal observer would, on

average, correctly predict the rat’s side port choice 64% of the

time. The cell population is strongly skewed above the chance
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prediction value of 0.5, with 75% of cells having a choice prob-

ability value above 0.5 (Figure 4F). Twenty-seven percent of cells

had choice probability values that were, individually, significantly

above chance (permutation text, p < 0.05).

We used red and blue LEDs, placed on the tetrode recording

drive headstages of the electrode-implanted rats, to perform

video tracking of the rats’ head location and orientation

(Neuralynx; MT). Two thirds of the delay period neurons (53/89)

were recorded in sessions in which head tracking data was

also obtained. Figure 5A shows an example of head angular

velocity data for left memory trials in one of the sessions, aligned

to the time of the Go signal. There is significant trial-to-trial vari-

ability in the latency of the peak angular velocity as the animal

responds to the Go signal and turns toward a side port to report

its choice. As shown in data from the example cells of Figure 3,

and an example cell in Figure 5B, many neurons with delay

period responses also fire strongly during the movement period,

and the latency of each neuron’s movement period firing rate

profile can vary significantly from trial to trial. To quantitatively

estimate latencies on each trial, we used an iterative algorithm

that finds, for each trial, the latency offset that would best align

that trial with the average over all the other trials (Figures 5A

and 5B; see Experimental Procedures for details). Firing rate
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Figure 6. Rats Plan Their Response During the Delay Period on Memory Trials

(A)Movement times (MT) are faster formemory trials than nonmemory trials. Movement times aremeasured asmedian Response time�ResponseOnset time for

each physiology session. Themean difference betweenmemory and nonmemory trials is 47ms (t test, t141 = 3.58, p < 10�5 from the five electrode implanted rats).

The dot above the histogram indicates the mean ± SE of the distribution.

(B) Average head-angle data from 84 recording sessions. Thin lines are 200 example trials randomly subsampled from all 84 sessions. The thick lines are the

average across all trials across all sessions. In our coordinate system, 4 = 0� points directly toward the center port, positive 4 corresponds to rightward

orientations, and negative4 to leftward orientations. Onmemory trials one can observe a subtle but clear change in the head angle in the direction of the response

during the delay period, starting around 500 ms before the end of the fixation period. See also Figure S6 for head-direction related neural activity.
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latencies and head velocity latencies were estimated indepen-

dently of each other using this algorithm. We then computed,

for each neuron, the correlation between the two latency esti-

mates (e.g., Figure 5C). We focused this analysis on correct

contralateral memory trials of delay period neurons (as in Riehle

and Requin, 1993). Of 53 delay period cells analyzed, 23 of them

(43%) showed significant trial-by-trial correlations between

neural and behavioral latency (Figure 5D). Furthermore, as a

population, the 53 cells were significantly shifted toward positive

correlations (mean ± SE, 0.36 ± 0.05, t test p < 10�8). We

concluded that a significant fraction of delay period neurons

not only have firing rates that predict the direction of motion

before it occurs (Figure 4F), but in addition, once the motion

has begun, the timing of their firing rate profile is strongly corre-

lated with the timing of the execution of the movement.

Delay Period Firing Rates Cannot Be Explained
As Encoding Head Direction
On memory trials, the subject has many hundreds of millisec-

onds to plan a motor response in advance of the go signal. We

examined the behavioral data for evidence of planning, and

found it in two forms: faster reaction times on memory trials,

and head angle adjustments during the fixation period. With

respect to reaction time, we found that the time from exiting

the central port until reaching the side port was, on average,

47 ms shorter on memory trials compared to nonmemory trials

(t test,t141 = 3.58, p < 10�5; Figure 6A). This is consistent with

the idea that prepared movements take less time to initiate

and/or execute.

We then asked whether there were any consistent head direc-

tion adjustments during the fixation period that would predict

subsequent orienting motion choices. Figure 6B plots 4(t), the

head angle as a function of time aligned to the Go signal, for

both left-orienting and right-orienting trials. As can be seen

from the average 4(t) for each of these two groups, during the

delay period of memory trials, rats tended to gradually and

slightly turn their heads toward their intended motion direction,

even while keeping their nose in the center port. At the time of
the Go signal, 4(t = 0), the rats’ heads had already turned, on

average, �4� in the direction of the intended response. We

used ROC analysis at each time point t to quantify whether the

distribution of 4(t) for trials where the animal ultimately oriented

left was significantly different from the distribution for trials where

the animal ultimately oriented right. We found that, on average,

4(t) allowed a significantly above-chance prediction of the

rat’s choice 444 ± 29 ms before the Go signal (mean ± SE) on

memory trials, and 19 ± 26 ms before the Go signal on non-

memory trials. We also found that on some sessions (8/80,

10%) 4(t) was not predictive of choice at any time point before

the Go signal, even while percent correct performance and

neural delay period activity was normal in these sessions. This

showed that preliminary head movements were not performed

by all rats in all sessions, and suggested that preliminary head

movements may not be necessary for performance of the task.

Firing rates of some neurons in rat FOF have been previously

described as encoding head-direction responses (Mizumori

et al., 2005). That is, the firing rates of some FOF neurons were

a function of the allocentric orientation of the animal’s head

(Taube, 2007). Our recordings replicated this observation (Fig-

ure S6). Our data further revealed that head direction tuning in

the FOF was significantly affected by behavioral context: for

many cells the preferred direction depended on whether the

animal was engaged versus not engaged in performing the

task (Figure S6).

Here, the observation of head direction tuning in the FOF,

together with the data of Figure 6B, immediately raised the ques-

tion of whether delay period firing rates could predict the rat’s

choice merely by virtue of encoding the current head orientation

4 (that, as shown in Figure 6B, is itself predictive of the rat’s

choice). To address this question in a quantitative manner that

did not depend on an in-task versus out-of-task comparison or

distinction, we took advantage of existing variability in 4 during

the fixation period.We first reperformed the analysis of Figure 3A,

but now restricting it to neurons recorded in sessions where

head-tracking data was also recorded. We divided trials into

two groups, based on the sign of 4 at t = +0.6 s after the Go
Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 337
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Figure 7. Predictive Coding of Response Is

Not a Simple Function of Current Head

Angle

(A) Plot of head angle as a function of time relative

to the Go signal for memory trials. Thin blue lines

are from a random subsample of trials where the

head angle was >0 (oriented leftward from center

port) at time t = +0.6 s relative to the Go signal, as

indicated by the vertical dotted line. Thin red lines

are from a random subsample of trials where the

head angle was <0 at t = +0.6 s. Thick lines are the

mean head angles for each group, averaged over

all correct memory trials.

(B) ROC plot (similar to Figure 5B) for the trial

grouping defined in (A).

(C) As in (A), but with groupings defined by the sign

of the head angle at t = �0.9 s relative to the Go

signal.

(D) ROC plot for the trial grouping defined in (C).

See Figure S7 for similar analyses using angular

velocity and acceleration.
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signal (shown in Figure 7A as traces in blue 4(0.6) > 0, and red

4(0.6) < 0). These two groups are essentially identical to the

‘‘ultimately went Left’’ and ‘‘ultimately went Right’’ groups of Fig-

ure 6B, but redefining them in terms of the sign of 4(t) will prove

convenient below. We counted the percentage of neurons that

had firing rates that significantly discriminated between these

two 4(0.6) > 0 and 4(0.6) < 0 groups. The result, essentially repli-

cating that of Figure 3A for the subset of sessions with head

tracking data, is shown in Figure 7B. At the time of the Go signal

(t = 0), 21% of cells significantly discriminated 4(0.6) > 0 versus

4(0.6) < 0 trials. At this same time point (t = 0), the mean differ-

ence in 4 for the two groups of trials was �8�. In other words,

if FOF firing rates simply encode current head angle, an 8�

head direction signal should produce a detectable firing rate

change in �21% of cells. We then performed the same analysis,

but this time based on the sign of 4 at t = �0.9 s before the Go

signal (traces in blue for 4(�0.9) > 0, and red for 4(�0.9) < 0 in

Figure 7C). At t = �0.9 s, the mean difference in 4 for this new

grouping of trials was �8�, very similar to the difference at

t = 0 s for the previous grouping (compare Figures 7A and 7C).

However, only 5%of cells discriminated between the two groups

at t =�0.9 s (Figure 7D). This is in strong contrast to the 21% that

we would have expected if FOF neurons encoded head angle.

We concluded that encoding of head angle was not sufficient

to explain the FOF delay period firing rates that predict orienting

choice. We repeated this analysis with angular head velocity 40(t)
(Figures S7A–S7D), and with angular head acceleration 400(t)
(Figures S7E–S7H) and found that, as with head angle, neither

angular head velocity nor angular head acceleration could

explain choice-predictive delay period firing rates. We also per-

formed a regression analysis, fitting the firing rate of each cell on

each trial, f(t), as a linear function of angular position, velocity,

and acceleration (f(t) = b1 3 4(t) + b2 3 40(t) + b3 3 400(t) + r(t);
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see Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures for details). The residuals r(t) have

had any linear effects of head angular

position, velocity, and/or acceleration
eliminated. At each time point, we used ROC analysis to test

whether the distributions of residuals r(t) for ipsilateral versus

contralateral trials were different, and as in Figure 3C, we

counted the number of neurons for which this difference was

significant. We found that only a small portion of the delay period

activity could be accounted for by a combination 4(t), 40(t), and
400(t) (Figure S7I).

DISCUSSION

To investigate the contribution of the rat FOF (studies centered

at +2 AP, ±1.3 MLmm from Bregma) to the preparation of orient-

ing motions, we trained rats on a two-alternative forced-choice

memory-guided auditory discrimination task. Subjects were pre-

sentedwith an auditory cue that indicatedwhichway they should

orient to obtain a reward. However, the subjects were only

allowed to make their motor act to report a choice after a delay

period had elapsed. The task thus separates the stimulus from

the response in the tradition of classic memory-guided tasks

(Mishkin and Pribram, 1955; Fuster, 1991; Goldman-Rakic

et al., 1992). We carried out unilateral reversible inactivations

of the FOF, M1, and the whiskers, recorded extracellular neural

spiking signals from the FOF, and tracked head position and

orientation, while rats were performing the task. The resulting

data provide several lines of evidence supporting the hypothesis

that the FOF plays a role in memory-guided orienting. First,

unilateral inactivation of the FOF produced an impairment of

contralateral orienting trials that was substantially greater for

memory trials as compared to nonmemory trials (Figure 2).

Control performance on both memory and nonmemory trials

was very similar (Figure 1 and related text), suggesting that the

differential impairment was not due to a difference in task diffi-

culty, but instead reveals a memory-specific role of FOF activity
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in contralateral orienting. Second, we found robust neural firing

rates during the delay period (after the offset of the stimulus

and before the Go cue) that differentiated between trials in

which the animal ultimately responded by orienting contralater-

ally from those where it responded by orienting ipsilaterally

(Figure 3 and Figure 4). Third, we found trial-by-trial correlations

between neural firing and behavior, both for firing rates during

the delay period (Figure 4H) and for neural response latency

during periods that included the subjects’ choice-reporting

motion. (Figure 5). Several groups studying the neural basis of

movement preparation (Riehle and Requin, 1993; Dorris and

Munoz, 1998; Steinmetz and Moore, 2010; Curtis and Connolly,

2008) have agreed upon three operational criteria for interpreting

neural activity as being a neural substrate for movement prepa-

ration: (1), changes in neural activity must occur during the delay

period, before the Go signal; (2), the neural activity must show

response selectivity (e.g., fire more for contralateral than ipsilat-

eral responses); (3), there must be a trial-by-trial relationship

between neural activity and some metric of behavior (usually

reaction time, but since our task was not a reaction time task

we used choice probability). Our results satisfy all three of these

criteria, so interpreting the activity in the FOF as ‘‘movement

preparation’’ is, at least, consistent with prior work. There are

several possible interpretations as to what component(s) of

response preparation FOF neuronsmight encode: do they repre-

sent a motor plan? A memory of the identity of the motor plan?

Attention? Intention? (Bisley and Goldberg, 2010; Glimcher,

2003; Goldman-Rakic et al., 1992; Schall, 2001; Thompson

et al., 2005; Gold and Shadlen, 2001). Our data do not discrimi-

nate between these possibilities. Nevertheless, we conclude

that, as in the primate, there exists in the rat frontal cortex a struc-

ture that is involved in the preparation and/or planning of orient-

ing responses. An area with such a role may be conserved

across multiple species, including birds (Knudsen et al., 1995).

Since FOF delay period firing rates are better correlated with

the upcoming motor act than with the initial sensory cue (Fig-

ure 4), our data do indicate that FOF neurons are not likely to

encode a memory of the auditory stimulus itself. Furthermore,

in memory trials, some form of memory is required immediately

after the end of the auditory instruction stimulus. We did not

observe a short-latency sensory response in the FOF, but

instead observed a slow and gradual development of choice-

dependent activity during the delay period. This suggests that

FOF neurons do not support the early memory the task requires.

The FOF is strongly interconnected with the posterior parietal

cortex (PPC) (Reep and Corwin, 2009; Nakamura, 1999) and

with the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC, Condé et al., 1995).

We suggest both of these areas as candidates for supporting

the early memory aspects of the task, perhaps even including

the transformation from a continuous auditory signal (click-

rate) to a binary choice (plan-left/plan-right). Based on data

from an orienting task driven by olfactory stimuli, Felsen and

Mainen (2008) recently proposed that the superior colliculus

(SC) may play a broad role in sensory-guided orienting. Projec-

tions to the SC from the FOF (Leonard, 1969; Künzle et al.,

1976; Reep et al., 1987), together with our current data, suggest

that the FOFmay be an important contributor to orienting-related

activity in the SC. As in the primate, orienting behavior in the
rodent is likely to be subserved by a network of interacting brain

areas. The relative roles and mutual interactions between the

FOF, PPC, mPFC, and SC (and possibly other areas, including

the basal ganglia) during orienting behaviors in the rat remain

to be elucidated.

We focused our analyses here on the response-selective delay

period activity of FOF neurons. However, we also found neurons

carrying a wide variety of other task related neural signals,

including ramping during the delay that was not response-

selective (consistent with a general timing or anticipatory signal),

sustained firing rate increases or decreases during the fixation

period, and activity after the reward/error signal. Detailed

descriptions of these neural responses are outside the scope

of this manuscript and will be reported elsewhere.

If we think of visual saccades as orienting responses, the

results presented here from the rat FOF are, qualitatively

speaking, consistent with results from monkey FEF studies

of memory-guided saccades. Muscimol inactivation of FEF

strongly impairs memory-guided contralateral saccades, but

leaves visually guided and ipsilateral saccades relatively intact

(Sommer and Tehovnik, 1997; Dias and Segraves, 1999; Keller

et al., 2008). Similarly, we found that muscimol inactivation of

rat FOF strongly impaired memory-guided contralateral orient-

ing, had a weaker effect on nonmemory contralateral orienting,

and spared ipsilateral orienting (Figure 2). However, FEF inactiva-

tion also increases reaction times of contralateral saccades and

increases the rate of premature ipsilateral responses, two results

that we failed to replicate. Recordings from monkey FEF show

robust spatially selective delay period activity in memory-guided

saccade tasks (Bruce and Goldberg, 1985; Schall and Thomp-

son, 1999) for both ipsilateral and contralateral saccades (Law-

rence et al., 2005), similar to the spatially-dependent activity we

observed in rat FOF neurons (Figures 3 and 4). In typical visual-

guided saccade tasks a substantial portion of FEF neurons

show responses to the onset of the stimulus (c.f. Schall et al.,

1995), which we did not observe in our auditory-stimulus task.

However, monkey FEF neurons also encode saccade vectors

preceding auditory-guided saccades (Russo and Bruce, 1994),

and show very little auditory-stimulus-driven activity. This again

is similar to our observations in rat FOF (Figures 4A and 4B).

We note that although we have focused here on similarities to

the monkey FEF, which is a particularly well-studied brain area,

wedonot believewehave established astrict homologybetween

rat FOF and monkey FEF. Similarities to other cortical motor

structures may be greater, or it may be that the rat FOF will not

have a strict homology with any one primate cortical area.

We are aware of only one other electrophysiological study in

rats during amemory-guided orienting task in which rats stay still

during the delay period (Gage et al., 2010). In that study, Gage

et al. (2010) recorded from M1, striatum, and globus pallidus.

They found that, although a few response-selective signals in

M1 could be observed many hundreds of milliseconds before

the Go signal, maintained response selectivity in M1 neurons

arose only �180 ms before the Go signal. In contrast, once

neurons of the FOF start firing in a response-selective manner,

they usually maintain their response selectivity throughout the

rest of the delay period (Figure 3), even when their response

selectivity arises many hundreds of milliseconds before the Go
Neuron 72, 330–343, October 20, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 339
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signal. The population count of response selective FOF cells

therefore starts rising very shortly after the end of the instruction

signal, and rises continually until the Go signal (Figure 4F;

compare to Figure 5B, top panel, of Gage et al., 2010). This

suggests that orienting preparation signals are represented

significantly earlier in the FOF than in M1. Consistent with the

much weaker electrophysiological delay period signature found

in M1, as compared to the FOF, unilateral pharmacological inac-

tivations of M1 produced very different, and much weaker,

behavioral effects than those found in FOF (Figure S2, compare

to Figure 2). The difference is particularly strong for memory

trials. FOF inactivation reduced contralateral memory trials to

almost 50% correct performance (chance), but M1 inactivation

impaired performance on these trials only to �75% correct.

This was a saturated effect: doubling the dose of muscimol in

M1 did not further impair performance (Figure S2). Much further

work is required to draw and refine functional maps of the rat

cortex during awake behaviors, but we do conclude that the

role of the FOF in memory-guided orienting is not common

across frontal motor cortex.

We targeted the FOF based on previous anatomical, lesion,

and microstimulation studies that suggested a role for this

area in orienting behaviors (Leonard, 1969; Cowey and Bozek,

1974; Crowne and Pathria, 1982; Sinnamon and Galer, 1984;

Corwin and Reep, 1998). However, a different line of research,

observing whisker movements in response to intracortical

microstimulation in head-fixed, anesthetized rats, has described

the same area as whisker motor cortex (Brecht et al., 2004).

Nevertheless, the functional role of the FOF in awake animals

is not firmly established: single-unit recordings from the area

in awake animals remain very sparse (Carvell et al., 1996; Klein-

feld et al., 2002; Mizumori et al., 2005). We asked whether

whisking played a role in our memory-guided orienting task,

and found that it did not: removing the whiskers had little effect

on performance (Figures 1D and 1F and associated text), unilat-

erally paralyzing the whiskers did not produce a lateralized or

memory specific effect (Figures 1E and 1F), and video analysis

of regular trials did not find evidence of asymmetric or lateralized

whisking during the memory delay period. The video showed

instead that whiskers are held quite still during the delay period

(Figure S1 and Movie S2). We speculate that well-trained

animals that are highly familiar with the spatial layout of the

behavior apparatus do not use whisking to guide their move-

ments during the task. In particular, whisking appears to play

no role in the short-term memory component of the task (Movie

S2). The lack of whisker-related effects on task performance or

task behavior contrasts with the strong pharmacological and

electrophysiological correlates with behavior that form the basis

of this report, and suggests that the FOF plays a role in orienting

that is independent from any role in control of whisking. Previous

single-unit studies of this area in awake animals, focusing on

whisker motor control, have suggested that the FOF is not pri-

marily involved in low-level motor control of whisking, but may

instead play a more prominent role in longer timescale (�1 s

or longer) control of whisking parameters (Carvell et al., 1996).

More recent studies (D. Kleinfeld, personal communication)

have identified some of the long timescale parameters as control

of amplitude and offset angle of whisking; this last refers to the
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average orientation of the whiskers with respect to the head. Our

data, by providing evidence that the FOF participates in the

preparation of orienting movements many hundreds of millisec-

onds before these movements actually occur, is consistent with

this view of the FOF as a high-level motor control area.

A third line of research in this cortical area, represented so far

only by a book chapter (Mizumori et al., 2005), has described

finding head direction cells (Taube, 2007) in the FOF. Our record-

ings replicated this finding (Figure S6). We found no correlation

between the strength of a neuron’s head direction tuning and

the strength of its preparatory orienting signals (data not shown).

The two types of signals coexist in the FOF, but are distinct from

each other: a quantitative analysis showed that head direction

tuning could not account for the preparatory orienting signals

recorded during the delay period of memory trials (Figure 7).

We found that head direction signals in the FOF are strongly

modulated by behavioral context. That is, for many cells, tuning

while animals were performing the task was very different to

tuning while animals were not performing the task (Figure S6).

The relationship between orienting preparation signals and

head direction signals in the FOF is complex, and we will explore

it in detail in a future manuscript.

The confluence of three different types of signals (orienting,

head direction, whisking) in a single area is remarkable. Although

different, the signals are related: head direction information is

important for making orienting decisions, whisking reaps infor-

mation from the environment that can then be used to guide

orienting decisions, and orienting movements themselves will

have a direct effect on both head direction and whisker position.

Having these three signals represented in a single area is consis-

tent with the view of the FOF as an area that integrates multiple

sources of information in the service of high-level control of

spatial behavior. Elucidating the precise relationship between

these signals, both in the FOF and in other brain areas, will

require many further experiments that will bring together the

orienting, navigation, and whisking literature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Subjects

Animal use procedures were approved by the Princeton University Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee and carried out in accordance with National

Institutes of Health standards. All subjects were male Long-Evans rats

(Taconic, NY). Rats were placed on a restricted water schedule to motivate

them to work for water reward.

Behavior

Rats went through several stages of an automated training protocol before

performing the task as described in the results (see Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures). All data described in this study were collected from fully

trained rats. Sessions with poor performance (<70% correct overall or fewer

than 8 correct memory trials on each side without fixation violations) were

excluded from analyses. These sessions were rare (2.4% of all sessions

from trained rats) and were usually caused by problems with the hardware

(e.g., a clogged water-reward valve or a dirty IR-photodetector).

To generate psychometric curves, we collected 12 data points: the% ‘‘Went

Right’’ for each of six different click rates, separately for memory and for non-

memory trials. We then combined the data points across all sessions (total

data points per fit = 6 3 # of sessions) and used MATLAB nlinfit.m to fit

a 4-parameter sigmoid to the data. For these fits, x is the natural logarithm

of clicks/sec, y is ‘‘% Went Right,’’ and the four parameters to be fit are: x0,
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the inflection point of the sigmoid, b, the slope of the sigmoid, y0, the minimum

% Went Right, and a + y0 is the maximum % Went Right.

y = y0 +
a

1+ e
�ðx � x0Þ

b

Data from memory and nonmemory trials were fit separately.

Surgery

All surgeries were done under isoflurane anesthesia (1.5%–2%) using stan-

dard stereotaxic technique (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures

for details). The target of all FOF surgeries in our Long-Evans strain rats

was +2 AP, ±1.3 ML (mm from Bregma). This location was chosen because

it was the center of the distribution of stimulation sites that resulted in contra-

lateral orienting movement in Sinnamon and Galer (1984).

Infusions

Dose and volume of muscimol infusions into FOF was 0.5 mg/mL and 0.3 ml,

respectively. Infusions for M1 were done in two sets of experiments, first

0.5 mg/mL and 0.3 mL, then 1 mg/mL and 0.3 mL. See Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures for details.

Recordings

Recordings were made with platinum iridium wire (16.66 mm, California Fine

Wire, CA) twisted into tetrodes. Wires were gold-plated to 0.5–1.2 MOhm.

Spike sorting was done by hand using SpikeSort3D (Neuralynx). Cells had to

satisfy several criteria to be included in the presented analyses: 1), zero inter-

spike intervals <1 ms; 2), signal to noise ratio >4; and 3), at least one time point

of a smoothed, response-aligned PETH had to have a firing rate of at least

3 spikes/s. We recorded 378 cells over 100 sessions that satisfied the first

two criteria. A total of 242 cells (recorded from 91 sessions) satisfied all three

criteria. Median number of cells per session was three. The maximum number

of cells recorded in a session was 11.

Neural Data Analysis

We examined a 2 s window around the Go signal (�1.5 s pre, to +0.5 s post).

Spikes from each trial were smoothed with a causal half-Gaussian kernel with

a full-width SD of 200 ms—that is, the firing rate reported at time t averages

over spikes in an �200-ms-long window preceding t. The resulting

smooth traces were sampled every 10 ms. To determine whether cells were

response-selective at any point between the stimulus and the rat’s choice,

we divided correctly performed trials into contralateral-orienting and ipsilat-

eral-orienting groups, and used ROC analysis at each time point to ask

whether the firing rates of the two groups were significantly different for that

time point. For each cell, we randomly shuffled ipsi and contra trial labels

2000 times and recomputed ROC values. We labeled individual time bins as

significant if fewer than 1% of the shuffles produced ROC values for that

time bin that were further from chance (0.5) than the original data was (i.e.,

p < 0.01 for each time bin). We then counted the percentage of shuffles that

produced a number of significant bins greater than or equal to the number

of bins labeled significant in the original data. If this randomly produced

percentage was less than 5%, the cell as a whole was labeled significant

(i.e., an overall p < 0.05 for each cell).

To determine the time at which the population count of significant cells

became greater than chance, we used binomial statistics. These indicate

that with probability 0.999, at any given time point, an individual cell threshold

of p < 0.01 would lead to fewer than 8/242 cells being labeled significant by

chance. The population count was designated as significantly different from

chance when it went above this p < 0.001 population threshold.

In order to quantify whether neurons in FOF tended to encode the stimulus or

the response we generated a stimulus selectivity index (SSI) from Go aligned

PETHs for correct and error trials as follows:

SSItt =

P0:5

t =�1:5

PETHcontra;tt � PETHipsi;tt

P0:5

t =�1:5

PETHcontra;tt +PETHipsi;tt
where tt indicates trial type (correct-memory, correct-nonmemory, error-

memory, and error-nonmemory). If a cell fired only on contra and not on ipsi

trials, then SSI = 1. If a cell fired on ipsi and not contra trials, then SSI = �1.

If a cell fired equally for ipsi and contra trials then SSI = 0.

For latency estimations, we used an alignment algorithm to find a relative

temporal offset for each trial as follows. Given a signal as a function of time

for each trial (either firing rate or head angular velocity), we computed the

trial-averaged signal. For each trial we then found the time of the peak of the

cross-correlation function between the signal for that trial and the trial-aver-

aged signal. We then shifted each trial accordingly, and recomputed the

trial-averaged signal after. We iterated this process until the variance of the

trial-averaged signal converged, typically within fewer than five iterations.

The output of this alignment procedure was an offset time for each trial, which

indicated the relative latency for that trial.

Histology

In all cases, the electrode and cannula placements in FOF were within the

borders of M2 and between 2 and 3 mm anterior to Bregma (Paxinos and

Watson, 2004). In all cases the M1 placements were within the borders of M1

and between 2.5 and 3.5 mm anterior to Bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 2004).
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